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You and a few other special young

people have been invited to

create a short story! We know you

are amazing at making stories and

would love to hear yours. We

want to share it with lots of other

people like you in Doncaster.

What do i do?
Follow the 

story steps



Every great story has a clear setting,

characters and a structure. Follow the  

exercises below and let's get your story

started . . .  

Where is your story set . . . (write below) 

When is your story set . . . (write below) 

Doncaster

Italy
Swimming baths

Alton Towers

School
Park

Beach

Now

200 years
from now

Long ago

Yesterday

Winter/ summer

Setting . . . 

Magic
Forest



What kind of characters are they going

to be? 

Characters  . . . 

Draw them/ write about them here . . .

Insert number of characters here . . . 

1

2

3

4

5

Realistic? Make believe Goodie BAddie



Your story is going to be about how they try to

get what they hope for and what happens  to

them along the way. Imagine your character in

the setting and finish the sentences . . . 

Let's start to think about

your main character a bit

more !

Your character has 4 big

hopes. Now look back at those

hopes and decide which one is

the most important to them. 

My character hopes for . . . 

My character hopes for . . . 

My character hopes for . . . 

My character hopes for . . . 

Circle it once

you have decided



Structure . . . 

Beginning

Middle

End

Now that we know where/ when our story is set and what

characters are going to be in it. Lets start to think about what

will happen. Write some ideas down on each post it and lets

piece the story together . . . 

Introduce characters and setting 

. . . 

What your character does to get what they

hope for . . . 

Do they get what they hope for or something

they don’t expect?



YOU HAVE A STORY, NOW IT IS TIME TO TELL IT.

Rehearsal time!!!
Well done! 

Practice telling your story in front of the mirror,

ask someone to film it or record it so you can

hear what it sounds like. Get other people in your

home to help you tell it . . . you can even get

your toys involved! 



You have just made a brand

new story, practiced telling

it and now it's time to

PERFORM IT. 

Let's perform it!

We would love to
hear your story! 
Call us/ text us or
e-mail us.

participation@castindoncaster.com

07754757300

You can also use this number to get in touch with the participation team at Cast for support on how to

share your story and any questions about the process.


